
Style Guide 
Pashmina:
Special Details:  Superne yarns are woven to create this light as a feather 
weightwrap.  Sheer, delicate and exquisitely soft to the touch.  This wrap is 
100cm x 200cm in size, so can be worn as both a shawl  or a scarf.

Fit:  One size ts all.

SSelling Season(s):   Especially popular at Christmas time,  we have found it 
makes a thoughtful gift and is  light and easy to post.
 
Ribbed Back Singlet:
Special Details:  This singlet has a ribbed back panel, which provides a subtle 
but sometimes essential additional stretch and comfort to the wearer on 
problem areas ie a larger bust / stomach.  Worn alone or as a layering piece.

FFit:  This garment is designed to be a slim tting style.

Selling Season(s):   This sytle sells all year round, especially popular for those 
traveling out of season, or working in offices with excessive air conditioning.

Tee:
Special Details:  The high neck and cap sleeve make this style popular for both 
casual and office wear.  

FFit:   This tee has been designed to be semi tted.  With the tee skimming over 
the bust, & gliding smoothly over the stomach with it’s minimal waist shaping.

Selling Season(s):   Knitted in a super ne 60s yarn, this style is both 
comfortable worn alone during summer, or layered in winter.

Boatneck:
Special Details:   Our boatneck neck openings have the elegance of a boatneck, 
but nish at a width so that bra-straps are concealed and not visible. 

FFit:   This boatneck is a relaxed tting style, gentle on the gure.

Selling Season(s):   Trans-seasonal weather - Autumn and Spring, when a tee
is just not warm enough, a thick jumper too much, and a light long sleeved 
garment is all that is needed.

Kimono:
Special Details:  Raglan sleeves and a concealed belt, allow this garment to be 
worn closed or with the belt removed for a more relaxed, open  look.

FFit:  This cardigan is a semi tted style, which can be worn open for a looser 
look.

Selling Season(s):   We sell a lot at summer, and for those travelling, who want 
an extra layer of warmth for the evening, or unexpected cooler days.

Wrap:
Special Details:  Knitted all as one panel, including the contrast border, no 
linking or messy corners and seams.

FFit:   One size ts all.

Selling Season(s):   We sell a lot during summer and Christmas time, to women 
attending outdoor events, celebrations and weddings, where an elegant silky 
smooth & warm extra layer for the cooler temperatures is considered essential.


